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Synopsis 

The Digital Accountability and Transparency Act (DATA) Act of 2014 calls for the 

adoption of a data standard that is “a widely accepted, nonproprietary, 

searchable, platform-independent computer-readable format” to report federal 

contract, loan and grant spending information by federal programs.  

This paper offers an approach for migrating to a new unique identifier, in 

response to a fictitious new standard and requirement to change the unique 

identifier from a number to an alphanumeric character string code. Written for 

semi-technical readers who are familiar with the purpose and application of 

unique identifiers, it demonstrates how Government agencies could migrate to 

the new format, including translating legacy identifiers in their data 

repositories. 
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American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council (ACT-IAC) 

The American Council for Technology (ACT) is a non-profit educational organization established to 

create a more effective and innovative government.  ACT-IAC provides a unique, objective and 

trusted forum where government and industry executives are working together to improve public 

services and agency operations through the use of technology.  ACT-IAC contributes to better 

communications between government and industry, collaborative and innovative problem solving 

and a more professional and qualified workforce. 

The information, conclusions and recommendations contained in this publication were produced by 

volunteers from government and industry who share the ACT-IAC vision of a more effective and 

innovative government.  ACT-IAC volunteers represent a wide diversity of organizations (public and 

private) and functions.  These volunteers use the ACT-IAC collaborative process, refined over thirty 

years of experience, to produce outcomes that are consensus-based.  The findings and 

recommendations contained in this report are based on consensus and do not represent the views of 

any particular individual or organization.  

To maintain the objectivity and integrity of its collaborative process, ACT-IAC does not accept 

government funding.     

ACT-IAC welcomes the participation of all public and private organizations committed to improving 

the delivery of public services through the effective and efficient use of IT. For additional information, 

visit the ACT-IAC website at www.actiac.org.  

 

Financial Management, Information Sharing, and Shared Services Community of Interest 

The Financial Management, Information Sharing, & Shared Services COI supports government 
transformations that require cross-agency collaboration and/or shared information technology 
services and applications.  

 

Disclaimer 

This document has been prepared to provide information regarding a specific issue. This document 
does not – nor is it intended to – take a position on any specific course of action or endorse or 
recommend any specific technology, product or vendor. The views expressed in this document do not 
necessarily represent the official views of the individuals and organizations that participated in its 
development. Every effort has been made to present accurate and reliable information in this report. 
However, ACT-IAC assumes no responsibility for consequences resulting from the use of the 
information herein.  
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Copyright 

©American Council for Technology, 2017. This document may not be quoted, reproduced and/or 
distributed unless credit is given to the American Council for Technology-Industry Advisory Council. 

 

Further Information 

For further information, contact ACT-IAC at (703) 208-4800 or www.actiac.org.  
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Introduction and Executive Summary 

The Digital Accountability and Transparency Act (DATA) Act of 2014 calls for the adoption of a data 

standard that is “a widely accepted, nonproprietary, searchable, platform-independent computer-

readable format” to report federal contract, loan and grant spending information by federal 

programs.  

The Federal Government assigns a unique identifier (UI) to each business entity that does business 

with the Federal Government. The UI helps associate each entity to information that describes it 

(name, address, and type (LLC, corporation, non-profit, etc.), to the business it transacts, and other 

legal activity. Since UIs are referenced in Government-wide finance systems, acquisition systems, and 

other data systems, the DATA Act data standards would apply.  

To achieve the DATA Act’s goals of openness and transparency, the Government is reevaluating the 

landscape of unique, universal, legal entity identifiers. The GSA, Treasury, and OMB are continuing to 

investigate options. In 2015, to help inform this analysis, the ACT-IAC DATA Act project published 

Unique Entity Identifiers and the Global Legal Entity Identifier (LEI): A Potential Cornerstone for 

Transparency of Federal Spending Data and the DATA Act. That paper focuses on ways to implement 

a global Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) to provide financial industry stakeholders with a further 

transparent view into legal entities and financial transactions by revealing the interconnectedness of 

entities at the granular transactional level. It explores the challenges, costs, and other 

implementation considerations associated with migrating entity identifiers to a global LEI. 

Related but independent, this paper offers an approach for migrating to a new unique identifier, in 

response to a fictitious new standard and requirement to change the unique identifier from a number 

to an alphanumeric character string code. Written for semi-technical readers who are familiar with 

the purpose and application of unique identifiers, it demonstrates how Government agencies could 

migrate to the new format, including translating legacy identifiers in their data repositories.  

What Are Unique Identifiers? 

As an analogy, the UI number is to the legal business entity that conducts business with Government 

as the social security number (SSN) is to an individual who pays taxes. As such, if something about the 

entity were to change, e.g., its name or address, its UI number would stay the same.  

In addition to associating a business to its basic descriptive information, the UI helps the Government 

associate a business entity to other, related entities, such as its parent company, child or subordinate 

http://www.actiac.org/
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companies, or sibling/branch entities. In this way, the UI can help distinguish two branches of the 

same business from two separate businesses with the same name, say, in two states. It can also help 

connect companies to information about their evolution (e.g., merges or divestitures), and with 

verifying whether the entity is legal.  

A Fictitious Scenario to Help Explain 

To help talk about the challenges and solution approaches for migrating to a new unique identifier, 

let’s pretend that Government data standards require a change to the format of the unique identifier 

for business entities from a numeric format to an alphanumeric character string code. To comply, 

Government agencies will have to migrate to the new format, and translate legacy identifiers in their 

data repositories. Named actors in our fictitious scenario are: 

 The Indiana Department of Very Important Things (DVIT)  

 The Illinois Department of Super Important Things (DSIT) 

 The New York Department of Greatly Important Things (DGIT) 

 Widget, Inc., a company that, under various names, has been doing business with the 

Government 

 Business Verifiers, Inc., an Indiana based company that uses unique identifiers (UI) to verify 

companies that do business with the Indiana State Government  

o Old ID Process, the name that Business Verifiers uses for its current process for verifying 

the unique identifiers (UI) assigned to companies that do business with the Government 

o New ID Process, the name that Business Verifiers uses for its new process for verifying the 

unique identifiers (UI) assigned to companies that do business with the Government 

As we proceed with our scenario, we’ll talk through some key concepts, including challenges with 

verifying, relating, and managing data about businesses, including unique identifiers for companies, 

and approaches to solving the challenges that come with modifying them.  

http://www.actiac.org/
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Challenges with Unique Identifiers 

Social Challenges: Agency and Program Independence 

The concept of unique identifiers is common to many governmental and non-governmental entities, 

and multiple governments may have both distinct and redundant information on the same unique, 

legal entity. However, the distinct way each government defines and manages the identifiers 

presents a challenge when users try to join related data from these different sources.  

Figure 1 illustrates some of the complex interdependencies with entity identifiers. Here, systems at 

both Indiana and Illinois manage data about a company, Widget, LLC. If Indiana elects to adopt a new 

data standard for unique identifiers, the external organizations (e.g., contractors, subcontractors, and 

other states) that consume information about companies from Indiana will need to align. However, in 

our scenario, Indiana has a practice of hard-coding the inter-dependent relationships in its data about 

companies, making it hard for their external partners to align with the new standard. 

 

Figure 1: Interdependencies 

As Indiana plans to adopt a new data standard, they will likely spend significant time and effort 

adapting all those hard coded systems to the new format. Moreover, what might happen if Indiana 

has a different schedule for adopting the new standard than, say, Illinois?  

Where should Indiana start? Without coordinated planning and implementation, and interim 

strategies, there may well be cascading failures between providers and consumers, including the 

Federal Government, other states, industry, or anyone else who is researching businesses or 

otherwise exchanging data about businesses with Indiana.  

http://www.actiac.org/
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Verifying Legal Entities 

A key requirement for managing the business entities with which the Government does business is 

verifying that they are, indeed, legal. What complicates the process? Verification can come in a 

variety of forms, from a single piece of paper, to a wide collection of related data, maintained by 

state or local governments, the Federal government, and/or foreign governments, in physically 

different locations, and non-standard formats.   

Let’s say “Widget LLC” initially does business in Indiana, but wants to register its name as a legal 

entity in Illinois. An investigator at Business Verifiers, Inc., in Indiana, is tasked with verifying the legal 

status of Widget LLC. To do this, the investigator will have to access one or more secure and 

(hopefully) well maintained databases, not only in Illinois, but anywhere else Widget may be doing 

business. The investigator will need to find everything she needs, while distinguishing information 

about this particular business from unrelated companies with a similar or even the same name. Her 

challenge is further heightened, because each level of government has its own data formats 

(including Indiana), making it hard for her to connect and relate the data she gathers.  

Storing and Maintaining Business Descriptive Data  

Data that describes a business is typically organized into tables in a database. Data in these tables can 

then be related. For example, the UI could be used to relate the business name to all the addresses 

where it has done business over time, including the current one.  In database terminology, the UI is 

called a primary key.  

The database tables in Figure 2 store company names and addresses, and the relationships between 

parent and subordinate companies. The unique identifier helps distinguish two locations for the same 

company from a different company with the same name in another state. Since each entity has its 

own identifier, it’s easy to find or change the right data in any of the tables. For example, suppose 

Widget LLC wants to change its name to Widget, Incorporated, and add a new branch at the same 

time. The unique identifier helps ensure all the right changes, and only the right changes, take place.  

http://www.actiac.org/
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Doing Business As 

Unique Identifier Name Start End 

111317192329 Widget, Inc. 2016  

111317192329 Widget, LLC 2010 2016 

111317192330 Brackets, Co. 2016  

Business Branches 

Unique Identifier Parent Identifier 

111317192330 111317192329 

                                       Address 

Unique Identifier Address Start End 

111317192330 357 Widget Road, Bigtown, Il 2016  

111317192329 123 Thingamajig Ave, Smalltown In 2016  

111317192329 357 Cog Street, Pleasantville, In 2010 2016 
 

Figure 2: Database Tables 

Software Dependencies 

If a software system uses an identifier as a primary key, many of the peripheral objects that deliver 

functionality may depend on that key to work together. Figure 3 shows an example of a simplified 

object model for driving a reporting tool. It depicts the many interdependencies between the 

identifier itself and peripheral objects. Here, the tight coupling between objects can make it difficult 

to change even a single piece of software that impacts any object.  

 

Figure 3: Simplified Object Model 

Brackets, Co is a subsidiary 

of Widgets, Inc.  

Widgets changed its 

name, but its ID 

stayed the same. 

http://www.actiac.org/
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Where would you start? If you just changed the UI, you would break all the connections between the 

business objects. The company, transaction or report objects could not independently change 

because they depend on the UI. As such, any changes to the UI would have interconnected and 

cascading impacts. Moreover, the change would be especially complicated if it involved a change in 

the format of the UI. Numbers and characters are handled differently at all levels of the system, 

including interfaces between tables in the database, data and applications, the enterprise with 

external data exchanges, and all with the client.  

Working through the Technical Challenges with Implementing New Data 
Standards 

Recall that, in our scenario, the Government has issued a new data standard that requires every 

agency to change the format of their unique identifier from numeric to alpha-numeric data type.  

Exchanging Data using the New Data Standard  

The figure below depicts the interdependencies between objects. In this scenario, the objects depend 

on a UI that has a numeric format. Each blue circle represents a numeric unique identifier code.  

(Recall that this is the number that Old ID, Inc. would verify for the Indiana Government.) 

 

Figure 4: Interdependencies 

Recall that Business Verifier’s New UI process verifies companies that do business with Indiana. Also 

recall that systems at the Indiana DVIT are hard-coded. To manage its move to the new unique 

identifier data standard, the Indiana DVIT has decided to develop an API1 to facilitate the change.  

The orange circle represents a new unique identifier.  

                                                      

1 A good Application Programming Interface (API) makes it easier to develop software by providing all the building blocks 
(subroutine definitions, protocols, and tools) that a programmer might need to assemble application software. For 

http://www.actiac.org/
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Figure 5: Introduction of new UI 

The first step for the Indiana DVIT developers will be to create a new API called the Shim2 ID API. The 

Shim ID API will create a bridge between the old and new unique identifier formats by applying a thin 

compatibility layer on top of newer code to support older APIs. No internal databases or systems will 

have been changed at this point. 

 

Figure 6: Introduction of Shim UI API 

Next, the Indiana DVIT will work with the Illinois DSIT to test the new verification process. The Illinois 

DSIT will request information from Indiana. Indiana will use the new Shim ID API to send companies 

                                                      
example, an API may provide the building blocks for interacting with a web-based system, operating system, database 
system, computer hardware, or software library.  

2 In computer programming, a shim is a small library that transparently intercepts an API, changing the parameters 
passed, handling the operation itself, or redirecting the operation elsewhere. Shims can help when the behavior of an API 
changes, triggering compatibility issues for older applications that continue to rely on the older functionality. A shim API 
can be used to apply a thin compatibility layer on top of newer code to support the older API. Shims can also be used to 
run programs on different software platforms than the ones for which they were originally developed.  
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through its new verification process, provided by Business Verifiers, Inc. The Indiana DVIT will then 

respond to the Illinois DSIT in the format Illinois sent. Because the Indiana DVIT has isolated the 

change to the Shim ID API, the effort and related implementation risk will have proven to be low.  

Going forward, Indiana will need to manage both UIs. Applying good software practices could make 

this easier for them: a client library3 could be written for the most common language, helping to 

provide a simple interface for transparently dealing with either UI format. 

 

Figure 7: Indiana Connects to Shim API 

The following figure depicts many of the partner entities with which the Indiana DVIT exchanges 

information about businesses. After the DVIT has had success using the Shim ID API and the related 

client libraries to exchange data using either the old or new UI, its other partners could then also 

                                                      
3 A client library, sometimes called a helper library, is a set of code that application developers can add to their 
development projects. Think of the library as chunks of code that do the basic things an application needs to do in order 
to interact with the API. 
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begin using the Shim ID API to exchange data with the DVIT. The green circles represent objects 

working with both old and new unique identifiers. 

 

Figure 8: Additional Shim API Connections / Dual Unique Identifiers 

The important points: 1) the hard work of simultaneously managing both APIs can be handled by a 

single set of libraries, shared by the entire ecosystem, with no need to duplicate efforts; 2) none of 

the interdependencies would break; and 3) the integrity of the data would remain intact. 

http://www.actiac.org/
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Migrating to the New Data Standard in Internal Systems 

Once all of Indiana’s neighbors begin using both UI formats, Indiana can switch entirely to the new 

verification process. However, the Indiana DVIT will still have to tackle its biggest technical challenge: 

changing the data type for its underlying databases and programs. 

 

Figure 9: Indiana Breaks Support of Old Unique Identifier 

With the success of the Indiana DVIT, all the technical groundwork will have been laid, paving the way 

for the other DVIT partners to move forward with requesting information from Indiana via the new UI 

format and the new verification process. 

 

Figure 10: Ecosystem Using New Unique Identifier 
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Once the DVIT has migrated all of its data to the New UI format and process, the Old UI format and 

process will no longer be used for verification, and could be removed from the system without any 

failures. However, the system would still rely on a non-standard numeric mapping to the New UI 

standard when interacting with any partner who submits a request using the old ID format. 

 

Figure 11: Old Unique Identifier Removed 

The remaining standard would still need to be ported, to create an equilibrium across the system. To 

do this, the Indiana DVIT could adapt the Shim UI API to offer a new feature to help the states to 

identify the business entity in its new native alphanumeric-based format. 

 

Figure 12: Indiana DVIT Adapts Shim API for Entity Verification 
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To do this, the Indiana DVIT could use the new alphanumeric format alongside the numeric format. 

Whenever Illinois might need to use the original numeric format, Indiana could then provide that too, 

even while they are migrating their internal systems to the new format.  

 

Figure 13: Provision of Old or New Format as Needed during Migration 

Subsequently, all others who must adopt the new data standard to internal systems could do so on 

their own schedule, while using the new Shim ID API to exchange data with Business Verifiers, Inc. 

 

Figure 14: Ecosystem Migration is at-will, not at-once 

The Shim ID API could remain standing or be deprecated, it has served its purpose as enabling change 

without causing cascading system failures. 
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Summary 

The flow of information, including using the Shim ID API to translate between old and new identifier 

formats, might look something like this: 

Indiana DVIT

Illinois DSIT

Shim ID API

Business Verifiers, Inc. of Indiana

Shim ID API

New York 
DGIT

Old ID and 
business data

3. Verification 
Request

Widget Inc.

1. Request to do 
business

2. Request information
with Old numeric ID

4. Verification
Response

5. Send response
with Old ID

1. Submit 
query Request

2. Receive 
verification 
response

Old ID and 
business 

data

Response

Shim ID API: 
Translate New 

ID to Old ID and 
package query

Is ID in old 
format?

No

1. Submit 
query

Request

Query dataYes

2.Send 
response

Old ID and 
business 

data

Query data

Return 
response 
w/ Old id

Response

Shim ID API: 
Translate New 

ID to Old ID and 
package query

Is ID in old 
format?

No

Query dataYes

Query data

Return 
response 
w/ Old id

Shim ID API: 
Translate Old 
ID to New ID 
and package 

response

Shim ID API: 
Translate Old 
ID to New ID 
and package 

response

Return 
response 

w/ New id

Return 
response 

w/ New id

New ID and 
business data

Widget Inc.

1. Request to do 
business

2. Request information
with New ID alphanumeric

5. Send response
with New ID

2.Send 
verification 

request

3.Send 
response to 

customer

 

The Shim ID API might be progressively updated: 

 As UI and data are migrated to the new format, the most current data may be in more than 

one place. During this phase, the Shim ID API will need a map to determine in which 

repository to look.  
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 Once all IDs have been converted, and all data migrated, the Shim could be revised to 

determine whether the ID is in the new format, and if not to convert old IDs to the new ID, 

query the data, and then convert the ID back again when packaging the response.  

Conclusion 

A unique identification number plays an important role in helping government-wide systems relate 

otherwise disparate finance and acquisition datasets. The DATA Act creates a sense of urgency to 

establish a format for unique identifiers for business entities with searchable and platform-

independent characteristics. 

The proposed solutions for adopting new data standards support interoperability, similar to data 

exchanges between entities. Businesses and industry use xml and APIs to cross the bridge between 

the same data in different formats. The good news is that any agency that now exchanges data with 

other entities already has the competencies for adopting new standards. Agencies must still do the 

analysis and mapping work to develop the APIs that bridge the old with the new. However, the 

methods and approach for doing so are achievable, repeatable, and relatively low risk.  
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